2003 murano problems

The following chart shows the 21 most common problems for Nissan Murano. The number one
most common problem is related to the vehicle's power train with problems. The second most
common problem is related to the vehicle's electrical system problems. In our research we use
the PPMY index to compare the reliability of vehicles. The PPMY index of a certain model is
defined as the problems reported per thousand vehicles per Year. The total sales of the Nissan
Murano in the United States are 54, units [1]. If the total number of problems reported by Nissan
Murano owners in the last 17 years is , and the age of the vehicle is 17, the PPMY index can then
be calculated as. For more information, refer to this page: A study of reliability comparison
across Nissan Murano model year vehicles. The following chart shows the number of problems
reported during each of the service years since the debut of the Nissan Murano in When making
the decision between buying a new or used Nissan Murano, the following table can be used to
compare the Nissan Murano with the Nissan Murano from other model years. Note that the
number of problems reported for the Murano is 1, while the average number of problems
reported for the 18 model years of the Nissan Murano is Car Problems. All Cars Nissan Murano
Nissan Murano - Problems, Statistics, and Analysis. Table 1. Common problems of the Nissan
Murano. Table 2. Table 3. Compare the Nissan Murano with other model years. Power Train.
Electrical System. Engine And Engine Cooling. Vehicle Speed Control. Gasoline Fuel System.
Other Fuel System. Unknown Or Other. Service Brakes. Exterior Lighting. Seat Belt. Electronic
Stability Control. Air Bag. Air Brake. Switch Year: After taking the vehicle to both the local
Nissan dealership and trusted tranny guy - neither could find any problems. Luckily no
accidents! I have owned this since new, went in to buy an Altima, drove out in the Murano. It has
been a joy to drive. It has been a reliable vehicle for over , miles. The one flaw I have found is
the fuel filler neck rusting and pitting, causing the Check Engine light to come on, I have sanded
it down applied LPS3 rust preventor on it we'll see if that lasts. These Nissans in many respects
are Renaults in disguise. Renault has consistently produced unreliable cars for decades and
now that they own Nissan, many of Nissans products are suffering. The Nissan Murano looks
nice, and has nice features, but it is a reliability disaster as with every other "Renault". They are
not designed to last, but instead designed to be "profitable" to the company. I'd reccomended
not buying and going for a more reliable brand. I had to replace the passenger side view mirror,
the glass only. I had to take to the dealer because the memory needed to be flashed and I had to
replace the three original catalytic converters at , miles and the Murano now has , plus miles on
it and still going Strong. All in all I like my Nissan Murano very much. This is a great car and is
probably one of the best suvs opn the road and deserves a perfect ten. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the Murano. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Safety Technology
Performance Comfort Reliability. Items per page:. Write a review See all Muranos for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the Murano. Sign Up. See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top
of the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint? Add Complaint. This car has had a lot of
electrical issues. The cam shaft position sensors have had to be replaced three times and the
ECU had to be replaced. The sunroof is also dead. The bose stereo is always going out. I'm
upset because there was many vins that Nissan covered because they recognized that there
was a issue, but mine was not included in the recall. This is a safety hazard! My car is now in
the shop for the 3rd time with cam sensor issues after being stranded twice. The car just won't
start. The battery, alternator and starter all check out good. Car randomly shuts off while in
motion at various times while on highway and city streets. Most recent occurrence we were
attempting to make a left turn and car shut off and rolled into ditch while oncoming traffic was
approaching. A wire broke inside the alternator causing the battery to stop from charging. My
family was driving approximately 60mph on the highway when the charger warning and brake
warning lamps came on. The battery began to discharge and the car lost power. We pulled over
to the side of the road and the engine went into a "fall safe" mode all dash indicators and radio
display flashed rapidly and then the engine stopped running. The engine would not restart and
the car had to be towed. Driving Nissan Murano on highway and when I began slow down my
car turned off. Was able to turn the car back on and then it immediately turned off. I was driving
on a large bypass 55 mph. Suddenly, my speed and RPM's dropped even with pushing my gas
pedal to the floor. I pulled over, put my car in park, and touched the gas pedal. The RPM's
increased normally so I began driving again. Within a short distance it happened again. I got off
the bypass and pulled into a parking lot. I turned the car off and checked my fluids. I restarted
the car and pulled back out onto the road 40 mph highway. As soon as I pulled out it did it
again. I pulled onto a backroad. I noticed then that my ABS light and battery light had come on. I
turned on my 4 ways since my car would not go over 10 mph. When I turned them on I heard
what sounded like an electric short and all of my lights and gauges began flickering wildly. With
a very short distance I began losing power to everything until my car completely stopped. I was

on the side of a dark road at 11 pm with no lights or power. When the tow truck arrived he said
that sounds like the alternator. I looked up the cost of an alternator for my vehicle and found out
there was a recall on my vehicle year, make and model: July 14, NHTSA campaign number: 05V
wire breaking inside alternator. This recalled described exactly what I had experienced. In the
morning, I called the dealership regarding this and after a call back I was told that there was "no
open recall" on my vehicle. Then I called customer affairs at Nissan corporate for clarification. I
was told that my car's recall was repaired at a dealership although they had no record of which
dealership did the repair on an unknown date "between and the present" so Nissan has closed
this recall and is no longer responsible for the repair. I was informed that even if I took my car in
and it was verified that this was the same problem, that they would not pay for it. I have a case
number from my call to Nissan. The contact owns a Nissan Murano. While reversing, the vehicle
stalled without warning. The contact was able to restart the vehicle on the first attempt after
assistance from an eyewitness with jumper cables; however, the vehicle failed again. The
vehicle was towed to a dealer where it was diagnosed that the alternator failed due to a burned
wire. The vehicle was repaired. In addition, the contact stated that the fuel sensor indicator
illuminated. The vehicle was diagnosed by an independent mechanic who stated that the fuel
pump failed and needed to be replaced due to the location of the fuel tank. The manufacturer
was made aware of the failures and informed the contact that the VIN was not included in the
recall. The failure mileage was approximately 66, Driving on a highway with children 65mph
coming from airport, starting losing speed quickly, brake light and charging battery light came
luckily made it side of highway despite, honking horns and screaming kids, someone could
have been killed. This is on top of the acceleration problem where all of a sudden you will press
on gas pedal and the car doesn't go and then suddenly lunges forward, I have almost been rearended on several occasions due to this. I have purchased new battery, alternator, etc. I have
had the throttle sensor replaced. This car is so unsafe and has been a money pit. Many
mechanics including Nissan mechanics say they test drive the vehicle and don't see the
acceleration problem. My car was running sluggish and low power when turned on lights, when
tested battery it was fine but voltage low so I guess its not charging battery. Doesn't start alot of
times. Engine runs hot quick, put new battery did same and one day the battery and brake light
stayed on and then while driving it just stopped like I was giving it gas but car wasn't moving.
Now it wont start at all. There may be a tiny oil leak but don't know from where and it drives
rough but they say my shocks and struts and suspension and everything is ok. Driving car lost
power and came to a stop, had to have it tow because it wouldn't stay running. The car stops in
traffic with no warning. It stalls in traffic there is a recall for this but my VIN is not included this
is so dangerous and Nissan doesn't care. They have a recall for my year and model for the same
thing my car is doing but because my VIN is not on there they won't fix it so I guess someone
has to die before something is done. So many people have the same situation as I do. It is
disgusting that you pay all this money for a reliable car and they N know there is an extremely
dangerous situation and they don't care. The electrical system is bad engine light going on all
the time alarm going off all the time. Engine burnes oil very quickly. All these things are wrong
with this year car it is just a lemon that U have to keep pouring money into ands it dangerous on
top of it. The contact stated that while the driver was driving at 15 mph and approaching the
driveway, the vehicle stalled without warning. The failure recurred four times. The vehicle was
not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The approximate
failure mileage was 55, On June 18th my car felt as if was losing power and then my brake light
and battery came on. I came to a slow moving pace, like 10 mph. Very dangerous I was on the
highway. Lost all power. Would not crank. Replaced battery and worked for about 2 weeks and
then again same thing. Could have really caused a bad accident Bad alternator. Replaced it. And
again today same thing. This is so dangerous and getting to be very expensive. I see there was
a recall about this issue but not my car. Very upset. Something needs to be done to correct this
issue before someone causes an accident that could very well take someone's life. I have
replaced the censor, battery and now two alternator's within 2 months. While driving at 35 mph,
the vehicle felt as if it were going to stall and the slip, service engine, and dcv off warning lights
illuminated. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic where it was diagnosed that the
camshaft sensor needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was
made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was , Driving car and it cuts out while in motion.
Recalls: www-ODI. The contact indicated that the charger warning and brake warning lamps
illuminated. The contact mentioned that the battery would be completely drained intermittently.
In addition, the contact stated that the engine went into a fail safe mode and prevented the
vehicle from accelerating. The vehicle was taken to an independent repair shop. The technician
advised the contact to take the vehicle to the dealer for inspection and repair. The manufacturer
was notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was , I was driving my Nissan

Murano going 45mph when suddenly the engine light flashed, the air went out, and the car shut
off. I was pressing the gas but it wouldn't do anything and it suddenly shut off. I've been to
several shops that can't find a problem so they told me about the recall on the Nissan Murano.
They think it's maybe electrical or engine cooling. I was driving my vehicle and the engine
stalled. Once it happened when I was driving at about 25mph and the vehicle just shut off and
twice when I was at a red light while the vehicle was idling. Also I was driving in the hwy last
week and the engine lst power for about 3 second, putting at a great risk for a crash. The other
problem I am having is the passenger door actuator that stopped working so when I lock my car
that won't lock putting my vehicle at a risk for being stolen. I called Nissan Corp because I knew
that was a recall id - engine and engine Nissan is recalling , my Murano vehicles. The intake air
ducts, which are connected to the intermediate resonator in the air intake system of the engine,
may separate from the resonator with engine movement. This separation occurs due to the
premature aging of the material used in the intake air ducts which causes excessive shrinking,
and because of that engine may stall increasing the risk of a crash. However the representative
said that there is nothing to worry about and my vehicle was not included in the recall even
though it is the same model and year of the vehicle recalled. The door actuator, for the right rear
door, does not function properly. When I push the electric "doors unlock- lock button" on the
driver door panel, the door does not lock or unlock, as it should. The door lock on the driver
side went out and shortly after the rest of the door locks in the vehicle began to fail. Because of
this issue, I am currently at risk of theft if the door lock do not completely lock. I have owned
this since new, went in to buy an Altima, drove out in the Murano. It has been a joy to drive. It
has been a reliable vehicle for over , miles. The one flaw I have found is the fuel filler neck
rusting and pitting, causing the Check Engine light to come on, I have sanded it down applied
LPS3 rust preventor on it we'll see if that lasts. This is a great car and is probably one of the
best suvs opn the road and deserves a perfect ten. I purchased this car used with only 18, miles
on it and got a great price and the first year was fantastic. Who would think a car would have
transmission issues at 45,? I would never think of such a thing but it did. Yes it was still under
warranty BUT can I trust it to go on trips again? I am a previous owner of a 95 nissan pathfinder
that never had an issue and I drove it for , miles. Thought nissan was a reliable vehicle told all
my friends to buy a nissan now I am not sure anymore.. Two months after that I have to replace
the catalitc converter another big job. Now a month ago I had to replace the gas pump again
another big expensive job. So finally I take it aga. I love the interior and exterior. I read the
reviews about the CVT transmissions with customers having issues with them. I called Nissan
today because I had thought i was having trouble with my tranny but they told me most people
don't know and aren't used to driving with the CVT thats why they think they are having trouble
with them. Nissan recently extended their warranty to 10 years or , miles on any Nissan with the
CVT. You don't have to do any thing to receive this warranty what so ever. ALSO if you have
repaired your transmission withing the K they will send you in full your money back. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Murano. View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star.
Nice Car, BUT Items per page:. Write a review See all Muranos for sale. Sponsored cars related
to the Murano. Sign Up. We purchased a Nissan, Murano brand new. We initially had problems
with the alternator twice before the issued a recall. We also had problems with the digital clock
running about minutes fast per month. Nissan took a page out of GM and Ford's s customer
service manual and told us a digital clock running 24 to 36 minutes fast per year was within
normal operating range. The sun visors also don't stay put and will just fall down making them a
driving hazard. Here's the kicker for Nissan products they have a software issue that causes the
check engine light to go on somewhere between 80kk miles. The software issue sends out a
false code saying the pre catalytic converters are bad when they are not. This makes it difficult
to get your car smog checked as the light comes on after the computer codes are cleared but
before you get it smog checked. When you finally do get the car smog checked it passes with
no problems, hence the bogus computer code. This is a problem on all Nissan 3. Happened on
an Infiniti I30 I owned too. I would say this car is okay up to 80k miles, then dump it and get
yourself a Chevy. I like the older vehicles because they are much roomier than the newer
models. The only downfall is that foreign vehicles are more costly than American vehicles. My
vehicle has small, minor issues. I have to use mid-grade gas. Also, in the winter, I have to wait
for it to warm up. I currently do not have any air so I usually do not drive until after 7pm. The car
is rather comfortable. The rear seats recline for additional comfort for passengers. There is a
sunroof. Very spacious. Transmission and motor problems at miles. Too expensive to fix both
problems. Transmission cannot be repaired. It is disposable. Have to buy new transmission and
valves are worn on motor already. Too expensive to fix. For each valve. Very disturbing. The
only thing I dislike about my Murano is the position of the engine. It is sideways, so most of the

work it needs isn't done easily without a car lift. I had to go in through the wheel well just to
replace the alternator. I was told by a mechanic that Muranos are the most difficult car to work
on. It's expensive when I don't do the work myself. The car is 15 years old and has the expected
issues. Catalytic converter failure, cooling fan failure, thermostat failure and brakes. The car is
in great condition with no rattles or shakes. Mileage is good, usually 23 to 24 mpg. I drive it
about 40 miles per day to and from work, is interstate traffic. It has power everything.
Transmission had a recall which we were not aware of so when we had our transmission oil
flush out car would no longer move. We had to have a transmission completely rebuilt, which
was a disaster we had to send back for times till they finally got it right. When I first got my car it
had a couple problems with it but I was excited to have it it's very reliable and I like the way it
looks.. Leather seats black now the only thing wrong with it now is motor mounts but it's very
reliable its good on gas very if anyone would get a good car get a Nissan murano. My murano
has lasted a very long time. I love driving a SUV because I am short and it makes my ability to
see much better. It is reliable and can hold a lot of things in the back. It is an older car so it
needs more maintenance now. I would recommend a newer model. Although it was bought used
I have only had an issue with a misfire that may have possibly been due to some bad gas. I
haven't had it long but so far I've enjoyed having it. Right now my nephew is driving it mostly
due to some health issues I'm having. Great car so far though. I've have no problems with this
vehicle since I purchased it. It's great on gas and has a very smooth ride to it. The leather
heated seats and sunroof is a favorite for me. Trunk was a bit tricky for me when I first got the
vehicle but eventually I figured it out. I'm still learning some of this vehicles features. Time belt
fail and ac not so strong it has a great gas mileage and very spacious seats turn down for
complete flat back. I really like it for camping and outings for luggage you can place on top of
car very easily and rides very smooth. I am going to fix the issues with the time belt hopefully
will work again. My vehicle is really reliable. It has lasted through long road trips through
mountains and rough roads. Gas mileage is great. We can drive for about 6 hours straight on
one tank of gas. It is a really comfortable car as well. Plenty of room and the seats lay back
pretty far. The only thing I do not like is the seats are leather but that is just my personal
preference. Features include a screen with GPS, how many miles until empty, tire pressure and
displays specific alerts like oil change due or low tire pressure. It has heated seats which comes
in handy in the winter with cold leather seats. It is extremely reliable for being its age. It is sleek,
fun to drive and appropriate for living where there is snow. The AWD is amazing and you do not
need to stop to put it on. The interior is very comfortable and roomy. The hatch back is very
convenient for dogs, groceries, major shopping trips to the mall and so much more. The seats
are comfortable. It was a very worthwhile purchase. I do not have any vehicle problems I really
enjoy this car an it is my boyfriends so I cannot complain lol it has a lot of room it is
comfortable it is smooth driving an it is not too big of a vehicle. We use it to do just about
everything it has a lot of trunk space an the features are great no problems starting or warming
up in the cold really a great value. Great on relatability and performance as long as you get you
oil changes every once in a while. Does take a little longer for heat but great on gas. There
seems to be more electrical problems then anything for instance my radio reception goes in and
out often sometimes I cannot even use my radio for the day. I find twenty bucks usually gives
me half a tank. The Nissan Murano is a good vehicle because it does not give much problems
and it saves you gas. The seats are not leather so the material for the seats are perfect for the
summer and winter. There are some things about the Murano that I am not a big fan of like the
poor rear visibility and slow steering response. I love my Nissan Murano it runs great drives fast
I love all the options of my car I think the number one thing I like about my car is that you do not
see any of them in scrap yards so that just let you know that you have a good vehicle the only
problems I have ever had out of it are the front end hubs and axles. I am the 3rd owner and I
love this vehicle. I have 2 kids and it holds all I need on a daily basis. I have changed the
alternator, since it has never been changed. It's good car when it comes to going up the street
or short distances but it sucks to go longer distances. Still I would recommend, IT like it's
comfy if you are looking cornice interior I'd say this car is for you but if you're looking to take
road trips I'd say keep looking. Great shape, long lasting. Very comfortable and spacious.
Brakes needs fixing, squeaks when braking. Gas lasts a good amount of time, at least 2 weeks.
Sometimes the doors do not unlock with key button. Good car overall for a first car, it is a bit
outdated is all. It's great on gas. Has very comfortable seating also has heated seating as well. I
love how smooth it drives and the sunroof. It has a great surround sound radio. Its navy blue so
I definitely love the color. It has a nice size trunk and a nice size back seat. I love my Nissan
Marengo plenty of room not hard on gas roomie can hold up to 6 people but she lays down so
you can slide something u need to move sunroof cruise control and a lot of extra room parts are
that are not hard to find and not that expensive. Simple maintenance like a tune up is very

pricey especially for the year that it is. It also has a few recalls on it also. I feel as though it is
pretty comfortable and spacious inside. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. For Sale Near
Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Value Reviews.
Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews. Reliability Reviews. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most
Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Paul C wrote on October 20, Denise K wrote on July 16,
Linda C wrote on April 26, Megan B wrote on April 20, George B wrote on February 10, Jennifer
B wrote on February 1, Patricia W wrote on December 9, Jasmine J wrote on September 19,
Jennifer G wrote on September 19, Ingrid B wrote on September 19, Carol E wrote on September
19, Crystal M wrote on September 19, Miranda S wrote on September 3, Del V wrote on
September 3, Elijah F wrote on September 3, Alyssa L wrote on September 3, Cynthia B wrote
on September 3, Heather G wrote on September 3, Oriel A wrote on September 3, Alicia C wrote
on September 3, Tracy M wrote on September 3, Megan R wrote on September 3, Sandra G
wrote on September 3, Erika A wrote on September 3, Continue to Overview. Reliability
indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the
vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability
information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber
survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in
17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power
equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. Reactivate now to get the
information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please
view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services
at Unlock Ratings. New Used Nissan Murano Change Vehicle. The Murano scored very well in
our tests and is a competitive model in the crowded SUV market. We like its powerful engine
performance, nimble handling, strong brakes, comfortable rear seats and relatively good fuel
economy. However, a stiff ride, limited rearward visibility, and its use of premium fuel are
notable drawbacks. There are 6 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. View
Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling.
Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fue
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l System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment.
In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give
you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. Read Recall Details.
What should you do:. Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Show More.
Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

